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Abstract. - Our previous paper [l] is continued. Here the matrix equation form of the reverse 
Hestenes - Stiefei type recursion scheme for genera& A - conjugate vector pairs is elaborated. The 
notations of the previous paper are kept.l 
3. THE REVERSE RECURSION OF HESTENES - STIEFEL TYPE 
8.1. The matrix equations 
This time the recursion matrices in the general equations (1.26) - (1.28) are chosen in another 
way. Matrix L is upper bidiagonal in most of the cases but it may change structure into a sparse 
lower Hessenberg matrix. Matrix F is mostly lower bidiagonal, but it may have a sparse upper 
Hessenberg form. The i - th intermediate stage can be expressed by the equations 
LiVH - &Eivi”+l = D,‘RHC, AUD,’ = RLi, (3.1) 
D,‘lVHA = FiQH9 UFi - c,ui+leT = KQD,‘, (3.2) 
D,, = VHAU, D ,. = RHCR, D, = QHItQ, (3.3) 
The notations and conventions of the previous paper [l] are kept here: Vectors vj , uj denote A 
- conjugate vectors, vectors rj form a C - conjugate system and vectors qj form a I< - conjugate 
system. The same upper case letters denote matrices composed of lower case vectors. Thus 
V’ej =Vj, _i=1,2 ,... , i and similar relations hold for matrices U, R and Q. 
The augmentation of the recursion matrices is done according to 
Li+l = (“: ;.i YCi) Fi+l = (._.:c; i ~i+~) , (3.4) 
where vectors &+I and fi+l are vectors of dimension i + 1. By assumption, vector q is a row 
vector of dimension j in matrix Li, j < i such that its last element is the diagonal element of 
the matrix. Similarly, fj is the j - th column of matrix Fi, j 5 i from the first through the j 
- th element of the matrix. The diagonal elements scale the orthogonal vectors rj and qj, and 
the codiagonal elements scale the A - conjugate vectors vj and uj. Again, only the orthogonal 
vectors will be scaled, thus the codiagonal elements Ei and 63 will be chosen to be 1 if they are 
not equal to zero. 
For the (i+ 1) - st conjugate vectors one has to take the last row of the first equation of (3.1) 
and the last column of the second equation of (3.2). If matrices 0,. and Dg are diagonal matrices, 
then 
Ei%+l = Ufi - ZCqi/llqillX. (3.5) 
’ t The section numbers continue from the previous paper. 
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The parameters 6i and e~ are chosen as 
1, 
6i = 0, 
~i={ 0,1' 
if ~iV H - -  Cc/II,'dI&, #- o, 
otherwise, 
if v / ,  - Kqdllqdl  # o, 
otherwise. 
If 6/ and ¢i are zero, then the recursion is ended. 
The general forms of vectors £T and f~ are 
i 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
j=h0) j=k(i) 
where one of the two cases holds: 
h(i)<_i, k( i )=i ,  ~iE{0,1),  6i-x =1,  (3.9) 
h(i) = i, k(i) <_ i, 6i E {0,1}, ~i-t = 1. (3.10) 
The three steps which were seen for the direct recursion still obtain: these are the bidiagonal 
step, the diagonal step and the swap step. 
3.~. Bidiagonal step 
Here matrix L is continued as an upper bidiagonal matrix and F is continued as a lower 
bidiagonal matrix, that is, h(i + 1) -- k(i + 1) - i + 1 and 6i = ~i = 1. 
The A - conjugate vectors are generated at first by (3.5), where li - Aiei and fi = ~0iei :
H Air H - r~C/l[riH2c, Ui+l ~iui Ifqi/llqi[[~. (3.11) ~i+1 -" = -- 
Substitute matrices Li+I and Fi+l of (3.4) into the first equation of (3.2) and the second equation 
of (3.1), the last row and column will yield the orthogonal vectors. Provided Do is a diagonal 
matrix, the results are: 
H H H H ~i+lri+l rl + Aui+l/Vi+lAUi+l, q[t + Vi+lA/Vi+lAUi+l. (3.12) -" ~ i+ lq i+ l  -" 
The bidiagonal step is successful if all vectors are nonzero and 
H U Vi+lA  i+l ¢ 0. 
8.3. Diagonal step 
Now one of the matrices L and F is continued iagonally. The left diagonal step may be 
applied if 61 = 0 and ei = 1. From here it is seen that (3.5) cannot determine vector Vi+l. Choose 
t'f+ 1 = eT+x and 6i+a = 0 for continuing matrix L diagonally. Substitute index i + 1 for i in the 
equations of (3.1), thus the last row and last column yield the following vectors: 
H H r 2 H vi+1 = r~+iC/ll ,+,11o, ---- AUi+l/Vi+IAUi+l" (3.13) 
These equations are the same as in (2.10) having, for the right diagonal step, the solutions 
r i+l  = AU i+ l / l [Au i+ l l lC ,  Vi+llt = rtti+lC ' (3.14a) 
H = r~lC l l l r ,+ l l l~ .  (3.14b) r i+l  -" AUi+l,  vi+ 1 
IIr +xllc = 1 holds in case a), while v~tAUi+l = 1 holds in case b). 
The formulae of the right diagonal step are given similarly: 
fi+l = ei+l, ~i = ~i+t - 0, (3.15) 
H H H qi+t = vi+IA/[[vi+IAHK, ui+l = Kqi+a, (3.16a) 
H H qi+x = vi+lA, ui+t = Kqi+t/[[qi+t[[~. (3.16b) 
• H A The rocumion ends if AUi+l = 0 in the case of the left diagonal step or ff vi+ t = 0 in the right 
side case. 
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3.4. Swap step 
Again, this step is the general method for avoiding the zero divisor. The main difference, 
as compared to the direct method, is that the (i - 1) - st and i - th orthogonal vectors are 
swapped. The matrix rearrangement technique is similar to that of the direct method. The 
starting equations are from (3.1): 
(3A7) 
(3.18) 
where the tilde sign is applied to the changing variables. Matrix Li was built up by (3.4) and the 
subscripts of matrices V and R indicate the number of columns they have. At start ~/= Aiei z 
by the bidiagonal step. Introduce the same matrices for the transformations: 
0 1 0 0 Ai 
Multiply (3.17) by matrix Pi from the left, write the product Gi+xG~.~1 between matrices L and 
V and absorb the factors into them. The result is 
0 
In (3.18) write matrix I = PiPi between matrices R and L and multiply both sides from the 
left by matrix Zi : 
0 
It can be seen from the last two forms that they fit into the general form of (3.1) - (3.4), thus 
the rearrangements are: 
£~-i = 0, Ai _ X~-l, e~ -- (eTi_1, Ai), (3.19) 
- - ~ - - I  -a~ (3.20) r i -1  --" r i ,  r i  "- r i - l~  V~+ I "- h i Vi+ I,  
,,," = = _~i,~H + vi +-x ,. (3.21) 
where the last relation comes from the equality Da  I "- L)alZi. 
The formulae of the right swap step are given similarly by observing the tilde sign conventions: 
= 0, = f f  = (3.23) 
q~-I -" q'i, qi - qi -~, ui+~ = ~1~i+1,  (3.24) 
A = A ( 3.26 ) 
Again, the bidiagonal step - beginning with the i - th orthogonal vector - can be performed 
only after the swap step is performed. 
Contrary to the direct method, now the diagonal elements will move in the recursion matrices• 
If the left vectors are generated from the h - th stage to the i - th stage, then matrix Li will 
have the form: 
f ••. 
• .. Ah-1 - I  
0 - I  
Li - (3•27) : "•  "•. ' 
0 Ai ) 
-1  
Ah Ah+~ ... 
and it is obvious from the construction that An ~ 0. 
A swap step can be performed after diagonal steps, but on the side where bidiagonal steps 
were carried out. Then the diagonal recursion matrix will 'open' into a bidiagonal matrix. 
~A 21:I-G 
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3.5. The basic theorem on reverse reeursion 
Let us recall the convention that was introduced in the previous paper. The vectors coming 
from the bidiagonal steps will be given the tilde sign and they will be considered trial vectors. 
The accepted vectors will be unsigned. Any vectors are acceptable which add a new element o 
the corresponding vector sets such that they have the desired properties, that is, they are nonzero 
and V~lAUi+l ~ O. The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 2.1: 
Theorem 3.1 
If at least one of the vectors ~/H+li + 1A or Afi~+l is nonzero, then the vector systems 
i i u "  i {rJ}j=l, {qJ}j=l and {vj, 3}j=1 can successfully be extended by one of the previously given 
steps of the reverse recursion. Specifically, 
1. The bidiagonal step is successful, if ~lAfii+x ~ 0; 
2. The diagonal step is successful 
on the left side, if vi+x = 0 and Afii+l ¢ 0, 
on the right side, if fii+l = 0 and ~1A ¢ 0; 
3. If ~ IA  ¢ 0, then at least one of the bidiagonal or left swap steps is successful. 
If Afii+x 5£ 0, then at least one of the bidiagonal or right swap steps is successful. 
3.6. Proof of the basic theorem 
Again, some theorems will be proven, that are interesting in themselves. The proof as a whole, 
is inductive. On the assumption, that the statements are true for the first i vectors, it will be 
shown that they are also true for the (i + 1) - st vectors. The first conjugate vectors determine 
the orthogonal vectors, and the statements may trivially be true for the initital systems. If the 
first inner product vHAul is zero then it is still possible to apply the basic theorem to get a good 
initial vector system. Because of algebraic similarity, the proofs will be given only at the left side. 
Theorem 3.$ 
Vector Vi+l is orthogonal to vectors Auj, j = 1,2,...  ,i and vector ui+l is orthogonal to 
vectors AHvj, j = 1,2,...  , i. Consequently, matrix Da is diagonal. 
PROOF. Mutiply the two equations in (3.1) and (3.2), left side by left side and right side by right 
side: 
6ieiviH+lAUD~ 1 = O, ~iD'~lyH Aui+leT = 0. (3.28) 
From here the orthogonality relations follow, provided 6i ¢ 0 and ¢i ¢ 0. If one of these is zero, 
the proof will be given in the third step when proving the next theorem. 
Introduce the projectors 
p/R = i,, _ RDr1RnC, (3.29) 
Pi Q = In - KQDqIQ H, (3.30) 
where subscript i indicates that matrices R and Q have i column vectors. 
Theorem 3.3 
The (i + 1) st vectors can be generated by projections according to the relations 
R H H Pi Aui+l/vi+lAUi+l = 6iri --t- Aui+l/vi+lAui+l = Ai . t . l r i . l _ l ,  (3.31) 
H Q H H vi+lAp ~ /vi+lAui+l = eiqH + H H Vi+lA/Vi+lAtLi+l = ~Piqi+l, (3.32) 
vi+IH = { Ahv~P~, if ~ i T = ~-,j=h ,~jej, and 6i = 1, (3.33) 
iIAui+lll °  { iA"CPf, if i = 0; e {1,2}, 
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( ~kPiQuk, 
Ui+l " - -  iiAavi+all~pflKAZvi+x, 
i f f i  = y~}=k ~ojej, ei = 1, 
(3.34) 
i f e i=0;  aE{1,2} .  
PROOF. It will be done in four steps. 
(i) The projectors p/R and Pi O of (3.29) - (3.30) can be rewritten by equations (3.1) and (3.2): 
H P~ =Im - AUDalV H + 6irivi+ 1, (3.35) 
Pi O "- In - UDalVH A + eiUi+lq H. (3.36) 
Assume ei - 6i = 1. Then by (3.28) one gets the first equalities of (3.31) and (3.32). The second 
equality is given by the equations of (3.12) of the bidiagonM step which we got on the assumption 
that Da is a diagonal matrix. If 5i = 0 then checking the formulae of the left diagonal step yields 
again (3.31). But the A - conjugacy of vectors vi+l, ui+l is yet to be shown for this case. In 
a swap step, the vectors of the bidiagonal step are rearranged. Tracing over formulae (3.19) - 
(3.22) yields (3.31) once again. 
(ii) If 6i = ei = 1, one has by Theorem 1.1 of the previous paper that vectors rj are C - 
orthogonal and vectors qj are K - orthogonal because they are generated in (3.31) - (3.32) by 
the projectors (3.29) and (3.30) and these are built of C - and K - orthogonal vectors as special 
conjugate directions. 
(iii) We finish the proof of the previous Theorem 3.2 for the case of the left diagonal step, when 
6i = 0 and ¢i = 1. This time, vector ui+l can be computed from (3.11) by a bidiagonal step and 
we have VHAui+I = 0 by (3.28). The projector p/R does not change vector Aui+l by (3.31), 
hence vector AUi+l is C - orthogonal to vectors rj, j = 1,2, . . .  ,i. Thus vector ri+l of (3.13) 
fulfils the orthogonality requirements. But due to C - orthogonality, a substitution from (3.13) 
and (3.1) yields 
v xAV = ,' ,CRLiDo/IIn+,II  = o 
thus proving Theorem 3.2 and formulae (3.31) - (3.32) for all cases. 
(iv) Formula (3.33) will be checked. If 6i = 1, then by applying (3.35), one gets 
)~h vH pi R H H -~ ~hVh riVi+ 1. 
Thus we have to prove  •hvfri ---- 1. Multiply tile second equation of (3.1) by matrix V H, 
VH RLi = Ii = LIVI'I R, (3.37) 
and from here one gets 
1 = eTLiV HRe` = tTv H,,i = E xJ vHri. 
j=h 
Now put the form (3.27) of matrix Li into (3.1) to state 
•fl_. H 9 -r)_lC/llr.i_lJlb, j = h + 1 . . . .  , i ,  (3.38) 
hence Vh is the only vector by C - orthogonality that gives a contribution to the sum, and this 
is equal to 1. 
If 6i = 0, then the second formula of (3.33) can be checked irectly if it is observed by (3.13) 
and (3.14) that vector ri+x has the same direction as vector Aui+l and projector (3.29) will not 
change vector r~ lC  which is parallel to vector H Q.E.D. Vi+l. 
The next theorem helps in deciding whether one of the augmentation steps is successful or not. 
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Theorem 84 
In the case of a left swap step, one has the relation 
= IlqdlK~m+xAu~+x, (3.39) ~°illqi[[lfvi+zAUi+l ~u~AU~, + X'~ x 
and in the case of a right swap step the corresponding formula is 
 ,llr, ll cv xAui+x IIA ,+xll , - -x -  2" -n  - = + (3.40) 
,~2~HaH v. 
PROOF. Only the left swap step formula will be shown. Because of A - conjugacy and the second 
equation of (3.11) 
H vi+ i Aui+ z = -v~ z AK  qJllqiH~. (3.41) 
Vector qi can be expressed as a linear combination of qi-1 and AHvl. But vector qi-z is multiplied 
by matrix K and vector Kqi-z is a linear combination of vectors ui-1 and ui. Hence vector qi-x 
gives no contribution by A - conjugacy and may be cancelled: 
H U -v~zAKAHv i  
vi+zA i+1-  ~dlqdl~:unAHvi. 
Substitute here vector vi from (3.21) and vector vi+z from (3.21): 
Vi+lAU i+ l  = - -  ~i~illqill~uH AHvi + ~illq~ll~uiU Attvi • 
Vector AR~i in the second term is proportional to the difference of vectors ffiqi and qi-1. On 
substitution vector qi-1 cancels in the same way as before. Moreover, vector K~i is a linear com- 
bination of vectors ui and ~i+1 by (3.11). After substitution it is vector ui+~ which replaces vector 
KAH~i because ui is cancelled by A - conjugacy. Finally, on collecting the scalar multipliers and 
rearranging the formulae, one obtains (3.39). 
It can be seen from formulae (3.39) and (3.40) that only one of the inner products v~zAu~+z 
and ~xA~i+z may be zero, if IIAH~+~IIK # 0 or IIAa~+zlIc ¢ 0 hence the third statement of 
Theorem 3.1 follows. The first and second statements of Theorem 3.1 can easily be checked by 
the previously given theorems, thus the proof of the basic theorem is complete. 
3.7. The inverse of ~he recursion matrices 
It is possible again to give a dosed formula for the inverse of the recursion matrices in the 
reverse recursion. For instance, a sixth order left recursion matrix is 
A 1 -1 
A~ - I  
0 -1 
L~ = 0 0 (3.42) 
A~ A4 
-1 
As -1 
As 
One can see from here that matrix L is a block upper triangular matrix, where the diagonal 
blocks are either upper bidiagonal matrices or Frobenius matrices. Because of its simplicity, we 
do not deal with the case when the diagonal block is the unit matrix. Denote the bidiagonal 
block of k - th order by Bt and the Frobenius block by @k. With the aid of the the k - th order 
O 1 
Nk = 0 "'. (3 .43)  
nilpotent matrix 
these blocks can be written in the forms 
Bk = Dk - 
where  Dk is a diagonal matrix and eka T 
Nk, ~ -" e~a T -- Nk, 
is a rank - one matrix. 
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The partitioned inverse for upper triangular matrices will be used: 
(A01 A12)-I "- (A~ 1 2  -A ' I1A12A21)  2  ~ . (3.44) 
If Dt -- (A1, A2,... , A~), then the inverse of matrix Bt is given by (3.44): 
( l']~----.i AL "1' i < j, (3.45) 
(B~) ' J  = O, i > j. 
The inverse of the Frobenius matrix &t can also be given simply. Introduce by 
a T = (A1,A2,... ,At) then one can check by the relations eTNt  = 0 and N~Nt  = It  - ele T : 
Ck 1 ---- el bT -- N[ ,  (3.4~) 
where 
b T - (aTN[  + eT) /aTe l  = A~I(A2 As , . . .  At A1). 
As we have seen in (3.27), the Frobenius block is generated by swap steps such that the first 
element in the last row of the block is always nonzero. If we know the inverse of the diagonal 
blocks, then the whole inverse can be found by (3.44). The general element of such an inverse 
can be written in closed form if the concept of leading and inner elements i introduced, similarly 
to the previous section. Element Ai is a leading element in matrix L of the reverse recursion, if 
it stays in the diagonal. Otherwise it is an inner element. Introduce the following notations: 
hi, if hi is a leading element (3.47) 
vi = 1, if hi is an inner element, 
1, if hi is a leading element, (3.48) 
ai = 0, if h i is an inner element 
{ Ai+I, if hi+l is a leading element, (3.49) 
/~i = 1, if Ai+l is an inner element. 
Then the inverse of matrix L can be expressed as 
]-'[j /]-1 i < j, Oti~j 1 ll.--, i l ~ 
(L-1)ij "- ai - 1, i = j + 1 (3.50) 
0, otherwise. 
The formula can be shown by (3.44). It is enough to observe that matrix -A '~A12A~21 is a 
rank - one matrix, which consists of the last column of matrix A~'~ and the first row of matrix 
A~'~. The formula holds equally well for the inverse of a bidiagonal block or a Frobenius block. 
Finally, by transposing matrix F, its inverse can similarly be given. 
3.8 .  An  ezample 
The example of Sect. 2.8 will be repeated by the recursion relations (3.11) - (3.12), where the 
scalar multipliers Ai and ~i are chosen to be 1. Vectors vl and Ul will be given the same starting 
value. With matrix 
.4= 0 1 , 
1 1 
and starting vectors v T = (001) and u T = (100), we get the following vectors: 
l(i ) r1=~ , v2=~ , r2=~ 1 , v3 - -~ , 
q1= "~ , u2 = -~ , q2 = ~ , u3 = • 
Vector us has turned into zero again. It is pointed out that vectors v l, v2, va, u l, u2 and u3 have 
the same directions as in Example 2.8, but vectors rj and qj are different. 
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The zero vector can be replaced either by the diagonal step or by the swap step. The right 
diagonal step by (3.16b) yields 
1 ( _  10 ) 3 ( 0 1 1 ) ( ~  ) , u 3 -- q3/Hq3H 2-- ~ and r3 - 2 , qa = A T vs = g 1 
where the missing vector 3 is determinable from (3.12). With these, the recursion matrices are: 
(11) ) L= 1 1 , F= 1 1 (3.51) 
1 
The other way is the application of the left swap step at i = 2. The new vector v~ is determined 
from (3.21), vectors rl and r2 are swapped and vector v3 is unchanged. Finally one gets the 
vectors: 
1 ( -4 )  1 (84)  1 ( ! )  1 (1 )  (~)  
r l=~ 1 , v2=~ , r~=~ , v3=~ , r3= 2 , 
1 ( ! )  1(__233) 1 ( :5 /  7 (75)  1 (75)  
ql g ,u2  g ' g -52 /  - ' 7 _ 
Now the recursion matrices are: (01) (1 ) 
L"- 1 1 1 , F -  1 1 . 
-1  1 
As can be seen, the diagonal step gave vectors vj and uj with the same directions as in Example 
2.8, but the swap step resulted in different vectors. 
3.9. Concluding remarks 
It has been shown that the reverse scheme of Hestenes - Stiefel type can also be modified so 
that the zero divisor problem can be avoided. Now the recursion matrices may have bidiagonal, 
diagonal or Frobenius matrix type forms and they also have a closed inverse formula. 
The modifications would seem to be the simplest posssible ones. In fact, one can introduce 
matrices M1,M2,GI and G2 into matrix equations (1.27) - (1.28), where Dq = Dr = I is 
supposed: 
(MT LG'~I)(G1V H) .- (MT RH)C, A(UG~)(G~ID;~G~ 1) = (RM1)(MT LG-~), 
(G~ID~IG'~I)(G1VH)A - (GT1FM2)(MTQH), (UG2)(G~IFM2) - K(QM2). 
Here matrices M1 and M2 mix the orthogonal vectors by introducing the new vector systems 
RM1 and RM~. It is seen that M1 and M2 need to be orthogonal matrices. It is also a prerequisite 
that G~ID~IG11 be a diagonal matrix and that the new recursion matrices MTLG'~ 1 and 
G~ 1FM2 have the necessary triangular or IIessenberg forms with respect to the direct or reverse 
schemes. But these more complicated formulae require sound reasons for their application. 
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